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Abstract. By means of methods of the geometric algebra the general decomposition of the spin
connections on the sphere bundle of a compact n-dimensional Riemannian manifold has been studied

in detail. Using this decomposition theory it is shown that the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern density
of the Euler-Poincaré characteristic can be expressed as a 8-function of a smooth vector field S(e/>).

The topological structure of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern density is detailed. Furthermore the Morse

theory formula of the Euler-Poincaré characteristic has been obtained via the topological structure.

1. Introduction

The Gauss-Bonnet-Chern (GBC) theorem is one of the most significant results in differential
geometry. It relates the curvature of the compact and oriented even-dimensional Riemannian

1This work was supported by the Nation Nature Science Foundation, the Postdoctoral Science Foundation
of China and Gansu Nature Foundation, the Science Foundation of Academia Sinica and IMP.
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manifold M with an important topological invariant, the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M).
An elegant intrinsic proof of the theorem was discovered by Chem'1'2', whose instructive
idea was to work on the sphere bundle S(M) rather than on M. A summary and some
historical comments on the GBC theorem are given by Kobayashi, Nomizu'3', and Spivak'4'

respectively.
Recently, a detailed review of Chern's proof of the GBC theorem has been presented in
Ref[5].

A great advance in this field was the discovery of a relationship between supersymmetry
and the index theorem, which includes the derivation of the GBC theorem via supersymm-
metry and path integral techniques as presented by Alvarez-Gaumé et al.'6'. In topological
quantum field theory which was initiated by Witten'7', the GBC theorem can be derived by
means of Morse theory'8'. On the physics side, the optical Berry phase is a direct result of
the Gauss-Bonnet theorem'9' and the black hole entropy emerges as the Euler class through
dimensional continuation of the Gauss-Bonnet theorem'10'.

Using the special decomposition of a spin connection for the group SO(n) in a previous
work'11' by one of the authors (Duan) of this paper, the GBC density (the Euler-Poincaré
characteristic x(M) density) can be taken as a 6-function 6(cp) of a smooth vector field f>

which implies that only the zeros of a smooth vector field <j> on the manifold M contribute
to x(M). This fact is the classical Hopf theorem'12'13'. But we must point out here that
the decomposition of the spin connection in the previous paper'11' was carried out only for

a special gauge condition.

In this paper we will try to establish a general decomposition theory of the spin connections

for an SO(n) gauge theory in terms of the unit vector field n by means of the methods
of geometric algebra and give a general decomposition formula of the spin connections with
a global property. The Chern-Simons (n — l)-form on the whole bundle S(M) can be rigorously

obtained without imposing a gauge condition. One shows that the GBC density takes
the form of the (5-function 6(<j>) of a smooth vector field tp and the topological structure of
the GBC density can be labeled by the Brouwer degrees and the Hopf indices. Furthermore
we show that the expression for x(M) in the Morse theory can be represented by the Hopf
indices and the Hessian matrices via the topological structure of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern
density.

This paper is arranged as follows. In Sec.2 we will study a general decomposition theory
of spin connections in an SO(n) gauge theory on a sphere bundle S(M). In Sec.3 we will
derive the Chern-Simons (n — l)-form from the Chern formula on the sphere bundle S(M),
using the general decomposition expression of the spin connections and express it completely
in terms of a unit vector field n. In Sec.4 we investigate the topological structure of the GBC
density. In Sec.5 we derive the expression for x(M) in the Morse theory by the topological
structure of the GBC density given in Sec.4.
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2. The Sphere Bundle and the General Decomposition
Theory of the Spin Connections

In this section we will begin with the introduction of some definitions and the basic notions
which are necessary for the discussion of the general decomposition problems. The intrinsic
proof of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem for the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M) of the
Riemannian manifold M given by Chem'1,2' makes use of a unit vector field on M with only
a finite number of isolated singular points via introducing a sphere bundle'14,15' S(M) over
M. We recall also that the topological invariant x(M) is identified as the sum of the indices
of a smooth vector field on M at its zeros, which was given by a famous Hopf theorem.
To give a unified version of the two viewpoints above, let M be the compact and oriented
n-dimensional Riemannian manifold and f> be a smooth vector field (a section of vector
bundle) on M, as in Refs.[16,17,18,19]. We define a unit vector field n on M as

na cpa/<p, 0=||0 ||, <p2 <P°r, a=l,2,...,n. (1)

in which the superscript "a" is the local orthonormal frame index.

From (1) we see that the zeros of </> are just the singularities of n. This expression
naturally gives the constraint

n"n" 1, (2)

and we get
n°dna 0. (3)

In fact, n is just a section of the sphere bundle 5(M)'5'. For the SO(n) gauge theory, i.e.,
the principal bundle P(ir,M,G) with the structure group G SO(n), let x>L be the local
coordinates on the base manifold M. The covariant derivative 1-form Duna of the unit vector
field n" is defined by

Dwna dn" - LOahnb (4)

and the curvature 2-form by

Fab(uj)=dLOab-LOac Atocb, (5)

where u>ah is a spin connection 1-form (the SO(n) gauge potential)

,ab ,abj„u. .ob ,ba (r-\lo co ckrr, lo —to [o)

From (3), (4) and (6) we see that
naDun° 0. (7)

Let the n anti-commuting Dirac matrices ja (a l,...,n) in the n-dimensional vector space
of the vector field 0 be a base of the Clifford algebra'20', satisfying the anticommutation
relations

lalb + 767a 2°abl-
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In the geometric algebra theory t21>22' the unit vector field n on M can be expressed in the
following matrix form

n n°7a, (8)

as a 1-vector. Then the spin connection 1-form and the curvature 2-form are respectively

V \toabIah F(to) \Fah(Lo)Iah (9)

in which Iai, are the generators of the group SO(n), i.e.,

/06 ^7».^]. (10)

and

[hb, 7c] lafibc - IbSac- (H)

Using (8) and (11) it is easy to prove that the covariant derivative 1-form (4) can be rewritten
in terms of n and lo:

Dun dn— [lo, n] (12)

and the curvature 2-form:
F(lo) duj — lo Alo. (13)

Let / and h be two 1-vectors in geometric algebra theory, i.e., / farya, h ha,ya. The
scalar product of / and h can be defined by

f-h=\(fh + hf) fah\ (14)

It can be shown that the geometric product of / and h is

fh fh" + (fahb - haf»)Iah. (15)

Making use of (15) and from (2), (3), (7), (8) we have

nn n n (16)

dnn + ndn 0, (17)

Dwnn + nDwn 0, (18)

and
dnn (dnanb - nadnh)Iah, (19)

nD^n (naD^nb - ^D^n11)!^. (20)

Let Tr be a r-vector in the geometric algebra

T —T0l-a"Y -YJ-r -* fai • ¦ ¦ in, •

r\

We can prove that the covariant derivative 1-form of Tr is

DuTr dTr-[uj,Tr\. (21)
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Now we return to the main discussion on the decomposition theory of the spin connections.

In gauge theory it is well-known that when the connection 1-form lo undergoes the

gauge transformation

J SLoS-1 + dSS~1, (22)

the curvature 2-form F should be transformed as

F' SFS"1. (23)

These are fundamental requirements for a gauge field theory. In our viewpoint'17', the spin
connection 1-form Loab can be decomposed and may has an inner structure, which has been

effectively used to study the magnetic monopole problem in the SU(2) gauge theory'17,18,19', the
topological gauge theory of the dislocations and disclinations in condensed matter physics'23',
and the geometrization of the Planck constant in terms of the space-time defect in General
Relativity'24'. The main feature of the decomposition theory of the connections (the gauge
potential)'17' is that the connection to can be generally decomposed by

lo A + b, (24)

where A and b are respectively required to satisfy the gauge transformation and vector
covariant transformation rules, i.e.,

A' SAS~1+dSS~1, (25)

b' SbS'1. (26)

From (25) and (26) one shows that

lo' A' + b' S (A + 6)S_1 + dSS'1.

This means that the decomposition of the connection lo A + b with (25) and (26) rigorously
satisfies the gauge transformation rules.

Using (16), by (12) we see that

D^nn dnn — lo + mon. (27)

From the above we find that

lo -(dnn + nD^n) + -Jn(u>), (28)

where we have defined the useful symbol

Jv.(lo) ruon + to. (29)

The expression (28) with (29) is the general decomposition formula of the spin connections
for the SO(n) gauge theory. We call the term \(dnn + nDun) in (28) the fundamental
term of the general decomposition of the connection lo with respect to n, and |Jn(w) the
compensative term of the general decomposition of the connection to respect to n, which
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makes the whole general decomposition expression of the connection lo to satisfy the gauge
transformation rule.

Let a family {W, V, U,...} be an open cover of M and Syu be the transition matrix
functions which satisfy the following condition'25'

Suu l, Syh Suv, swvsvuSuw i wnvnu^o.
For any two open neighborhoods V and U, if V D U ^ 0, then

nv SVunuSvu, (30)

where n„ and nu are two smooth vector fields on V and U respectively and the spin connections

lov and lou satisfy the relation

LOv SvU^uSyu + dSvuSyu, (31)

which is the fundamental condition for the existence of the connection on the principal
bundle P(ir, M, G). In the physics terminology Syu is just the gauge transformation (22) in
the gauge field theory. In the following, for abbreviation, we shall use the notation Svu S.

From (28), (29) and making use of (30) and (31), one can prove that'26'

-(dnvnv + nvD^nv) + -J„,,(w„)

S[- (dnvnu + nuDUunu) + - Jnu (to^S'1 + dSS-1. (32)

And using (31) and (32) we see that

lov - [-(dnvnv + nvDWvnv) + -J„„(w„)]

1 1

^K - -^{dnunu + nuDWiinu) - -Jnu(Lov))S~l.

The expression above shows that if the decomposition formula on the open neighborhood U

lov -(dnr,nu + nuD^nu) + - J„„(w„)

holds trtie, then the decomposition formula on the open neighborhood V

1
LO.'v 7i(dnvnv + nvD^nv) + - Jn„(Lov)

must hold true, too. This means that the general decomposition formula (28) has a global
property and is independent from the choice of the local coordinates.

Let us show now that the decomposition formula (28) is independent of the choice of the
unit, vector field n. To do this let k, in geometric algebra, be a unit vector field different from
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the unit vector field n. Then the quantity nk, in the terminology of the geometric algebra,
is a 2-vector and, using (21), its covariant derivative 1-form is

Du(nk) d(nk) — [to, nk]. (33)

This expression gives the relation

Dunk + nDuk dnk + ndk — Lonk + nkuo.

Multiplying both sides of the formula above by n from the left and by k from the right, and

using
kk kak"I I, (34)

it is not difficult to get

nD^n + Dwkk ndn + dkk — mon + ktok. (35)

Making use of (17) and (18) and

kdk + dkk 0, kDuk + Dwkk 0, (36)

from the expression (35) we find that

-(dnn + nDwn) + -Jn(io) -(dkk + kD„k) + -Jfc(w). (37)

This means that the general decomposition formula (28) is indeed independent from the unit
vector field n we chose.

To give a more concrete decomposition formula of the connections on the sphere bundle

S(M) we suppose in (24) that
[A,n)^0, (38)

[fe,n]=0. (39)

Let a be an arbitrary element of the Lie algebra so(n). It is expressed by

a=i-aabIah a' SaS-\ (40)

In the geometric algebra theory a is an antisymmetric tensor. Using the unit vector field n
we can always construct a quantity 6:

6 -(nan + a), (41)

which obviously satisfies the commutation relation (39). Substituting (41) and (24) into (29)

we have

Jn(to) n(A + a)n + A + a. (42)
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Since, as we have mentioned above, a is arbitrary, the argument (A + a) in (42) should also
be arbitrary, and by (25) and (40) we see that it satisfies the gauge transformation rule.
This means that

B A + a (43)

is an arbitrary connection for the SO(n) gauge theory with

B' SBS~1 + dSS-\ (44)

Making use of (43) and (41), we can rewrite (42) as

Jn(uj) Jn(B) nBn + B, (45)

or

Jn(B) =n[B,n] +2B. (46)

Thus the general decomposition formula (28) becomes

lo -(dnn + nD^n) + -J„(B). (47)

We can always choose a as a B0 — A, where So is a flat connection

B0 dUU-1 (48)

in which U is a local matrix in the spinor representation corresponding to the group SO(n).
From (48), (45) and (47) we finally get

lo -(dnn + nDwn) + -J„(B0), (49)

where

Jn(B0)=nB0n + B0. (50)

Substituting (49) into (13), for the flat connection B0, we get F(B0) — 0. Using (50) we
derive the following decomposition expression for the curvature 2-form:

F (lo) -[—D0n A D0n + D^n A D^n + ndDun — dDwnn

+ D^n A (B0n + nB0) - (B0n + nB0) A Dun], (51)

where

D0n dn-[B0,n}. (52)

From (52), (51) can be rewritten in the covariant formulation as

F(lo) -[—D0n A D0n + Dun A Dwn + nD^D^n — D0D^nn]. (53)

Using (9), (10), (15) and noticing that Jn(B0) ^Jab(B0)Iao (throughout this paper), we see

from (46), (49) and (53) that the component decomposition formulas of to, F(lo) and Jn(to)
are respectively given by

L0ab dn"nb - dnhn" + naDwnb - nbDun" + ]- J^(B0), (54)
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Fab(oj) -D0n" A D0nb + Dun° A D„nb + naD0Dwnh - nbD0Dwna (55)

and

3ab(B0) 2(Bb0cncna - B™ncnb + B$), (56)

where

D0na dna - Bfnb. (57)

It is easy to see that the special case of (54) and (55) with B0 0 (i.e., J^(B0) 0) is

just the result adopted in Ref. [11]. One notes that the special decomposition expressions in
terms of the unit vector field n for the spin connection 1-form Loab and the curvature 2-form
Fab(Lo) in Ref. [11] do not satisfy the gauge transformation rules (22) and (23). It may be

regarded as a special gauge condition.

3. Chern- Simons Form on the Sphere Bundle S(M)

In this section we will discuss the Chern-Simons (n — l)-form by means of the decomposition
expression (41). For an even dimensional compact and oriented Riemannian manifold M,
there exists a unique n-form A over M such that

A ^Zm\eaia^-^Faia2{^A -A Fa"~ian^' (58)

which is a closed n-form. Let n be a natural projection, thus 7r_1(p) is all the part of S(M)
lying above the point p G M. This fiber is isometric to the (n — l)-dimensional sphere 5"_1.

The transformation group in the fiber can be taken as the group SO(n) The n-form A over

M, when pulled back to the sphere bundle S(M)'13,5', is exact

7T*A dû (59)

Chern'1'5' has proved that the (n — 1) form O, on the sphere bundle S(M) is

n=(^n/Ì^\n-2l-mk^ n>-A (60)

which is called the Chern formula, with

O* caia2...an_2kan_2k+ian_2k+2.Mn_iannaiDulna2 A A AX"-2' A

A Fn"-2t+ia-2fc+2(ü;) A A F""-"1"^), (61)

where Fab is the curvature 2-form. Using the Bianchi identity

DFab(uj) 0, (62)

it can be proved that
DA 0. (63)
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This means that A is independent of the connections and determines a cohomology class

belonging to the cohomology group Hn(M) of the manifold M. This is equivalent to saying
that the integral /M taken over a closed manifold M is a topological invariant, which is
called the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M). n* maps the cohomology class of M into that
of S(M), while n* performs the inverse operation, i.e., n*7r* amounts to the identity. The
famous GBC theorem can thus be expressed as

X(M) j A / n*7T*A / n*dn. (64)
Jm Jm Jm

Substituting (55) into (61) and noting that the two last terms in (55) do not contribute to
O*, due to the complete antisymmetry of the tensor e0l..,i0n in the expression (61), we find
the expansion of ©*,:

Qk JZ(~l)kC[(-l)1
1=0

€n.ia2---a.n~2kan-2k+lan-2k+2-ari-2k+2l-lan-2k+2lan-2k+2l+lan^

n^D^n"2 A A Dwna-2k A £>„n°"-2fc+1 A Dwna-2k+2 A

A^tia"-2t+21-' A D^na"~2k+21 A D0na"-2fc+2,+1 A D0n"n-2k+2l+2 A

A Don""-1 A D0nan, (65)

where

ci
k\(n-k)\

The two vectors DJn and D0n are both perpendicular to n, i.e., n"Duna naD0n" 0.

Defining k by
Dwna - D0n° ak°, (66)

where a is the magnitude of the vector DJn — D0n, we find that k is perpendicular to n,
i.e.,

nak" 0, (67)

and it follows that
k"dn" + nadk" 0,

n"D^k" + kaDjn° 0, naD0k" + kaD0n" 0. (68)

From (66) and (34) one obtains

a (D^n" - D0na)k". (69)

Substituting this into (66) we have

D^n" D0n" + ^^(D^n0 - D0nb).

Using (68) the expression above becomes

Dun" D0n" - kanb(Dukh - D0kb). (70)
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Putting (70) into (65), we get

k

©* T.(-1)kÌ-1)'Cl£o.ia2n,..,.n(naiD0na2 A D«\.. A D0n°"
1=0

-(n + 2l-2k- l)na'ka2nb2(DJkb2 - D0kb2) A D0n°3 A A D0n"n). (71)

From the formulas
,n

(-irC™i £Ct m^O
3=0

and
m m

£(-i)m+1icr - E(-i)mjcr o, ml
it is not difficult to show that

k k — 1

j2(-i)k(-i)lci (-i)k[Y,(-i)lc{ + (-i)l o, mo
1=0 1=0

and

-U-in-lf(n + 2l-2k-l)Ci={-02: J*;J:
Substituting these into (71) we obtain

eaia2...a„(nai£»ona2A...A£>ona"

B _i -(n- l)naika2nb2(DJkb2 - D0kb2) A Afl0n°"), if k 0, >

"*•"» -2eaia2..annaika2nb2(DJkb2-D0kh2)A...AD0na", if fc 1,
^ j

0, if fc > 1.

Using the expression (72), from (60) we find for Çl the compact form

° (n-l)L4(S"-i)W^"'''A,ratta A - A D°n°"' (73)

where ^(S"-1) is the area of S"-1:

27T"/2
^(S""1)

T(n/2)'

Using the geometric algebra methods, for the flat connection B0 — dUU 1 where we take
the simple matrix U:

U nl, U~l In, (74)

which is a local spinor matrix representation for the group SO(n) (see[27]), n being the unit
vector field defined as before, and I another unit vector field perpendicular to n:

ln + nl 0. (75)
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It is not difficult to verify that the matrix U given by (74) transforms / into —I and n into
—n:

UlU-1 -I, UnU-1 -n. (76)

A more detailed discussion of the construction of the spinor matrix representation is given
in the Appendix. Substituting (74) into (45) and using (75) we find that the flat connection
is of the form

BQ dnn + ndlln. (77)

By (77) and (52) we have

D0n -dn + [dll,n]. (78)

Making use of (15) we can be express dl I explicitly as

dl I (dlalh - ladlb)Iah.

From (78) and the formula above, using (8), (11) and dn"la + nadla 0, one obtains

D0na -dna + 2lalbdnb. (79)

Putting (79) into (73), we can express U as

""(„-DlW^ (-n"*»-A-An-

+2(n - l)naidn"2 A A dn0^1 A la"lbdnb).

Using the the formula given in the Appendix of Ref [10]),

eAia2...annaidna2 A A dn0"-1 A dnb

—!—(<5£ - n'n"-)£aio,..^na»(in°2 A A dna",
n — 1

we find that Q on M can be reduced to

n (n-l)L4(S"-1)e^-"°"n'W2 A - A dn°n- m
The expression (80) above is the Chern-Simons (n — l)-form expressed cleanly in terms of
the unit vector field n° on the whole sphere bundle S(M). This is a generalization of the
result of Ref [5], which was only valid on a fibre of S(M).

4. The Topological Structure of the GBC Density and
the GBC Theorem

In the present section, from the Chern-Simons (n — l)-form in its expression (80), we will
show that the singularities of a n-form dQ, can be directly expressed by ó($). In order to do

this, let us note that from (1) we have

dn0 Ç + ^(i(i).
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By substituting this into (80), fi becomes

n=(n-l)Us^)e- -f>2A...A#- (81)

Using

r l d-{—)
V J.ri-9 I '(j>n n - 2 d(pa d>n-2

one can write the pull-back of the exterior derivative of (81) to M as

r*,0= 1 d d 1

P ~ A(Sn~i)(n-l)\(n-2)eaia2-"and<p°-dcp^[<pn-2)X

ßlß2-ßn
3W <padß2cba2 ¦ -dßn <T —=-Vgdnx, (82)

where g aet(gßv), gßv being the metric tensor on M. Using the Jacobian D(<p/x) defined

by

^¦¦^D(<p/x) e^2^dln<p"dß2<fa2...dßa^

and the formula
aa2...an I _ -,\|ca

one can rewrite (82) as

M -A(sA(n-2)d^^D^)d^
By means of the general Green function formula in the vector space for (jr.

1 47T"/2

"r(n/2-l)'
where

A*fe) -w^/o iA® n^3-

92
A^ ——

is the n-dimensional Laplacian operator in the vector space. Thus n*dfi becomes

n*dü ô($)D(</>/x)dnx. (83)

Therefore we may define a Gauss-Bonnet-Chern density p on M as

1
««•••^a,,n°1ci„,na2...a/ n°"^ (n - l),A(ST1-1)eai02'"<Ine "w" ^2" '""''"

6($)D(<p/x). (84)

We see that p ^ 0 and n*dfi ^ 0 only if <j> 0. The two expressions (83) and (84) above are
of great importance: they yield, in our case, an evident result of the Hopf theorem.
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Suppose that f>a(x) (a l...,n) possess N isolated zeros and let the ith zero be x zz.

According to the 5-function theory '28', 6(4) can be expressed by

r Ä ßiö(x - z)

s^=^mMî^' (85)

and one then obtains
N

o(<p)D(<p/x) £>»*«(£- 3), (86)
i=i

where ßi is a positive integer (the Hopf index of the ith zero) and n;, the Brouwer degree'12':

n; sgnö((/)/x)|är=?. ±1.

The meaning of the Hopf index ßt is that while x covers the region neighbouring the zero z*

once, the vector field function f> covers the corresponding region ßi times. From the above
and from (86), the GBC density on M has the following topological structure:

p 6{$)D(<p/x) J2ßiVio(x-zA, (87)
i=l

which shows that the local structure of p is labeled by the Brouwer degrees and the Hopf
indices. The integration of p on M is just the Euler-Poincaré characteristic

N

X(M) / pdnx / rfdfi Y.ßiVi- (88)
JM JM i=1

The result (88) says that the sum of the indices of the zeros of the vector field <f> - or of the
singularities of the unit vector field n - is the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M). Therefore
the topological structure of the GBC density yields the expected Hopf theorem. On the
other hand, we must point out the important and simple fact that from (87) and (88) we
have

X(M) j 6($)D(<p/x)dnx degr^ / S($)dncp degcp, (89)
Jm Jv

and
N

degcp y£ß^V^, (90)

where V is the elementary volume in the vector space of f> and degr/> is the degree of the

mapping f>. The mapping degree âegf> represents the global topological property of the
Euler-Poincaré characteristic.

5. From the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern Theorem to the
Morse Theory

In the following, we will study the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M) in the Morse theory
making use of the topological structure given in Sec.4. To reach our goal, we first briefly
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review the elements of the Morse theory'16-28'. Then we use (64), (83) and (85) in order to
give the formula for x(M) in the Morse theory.

Let / be a Morse function on the manifold M. For a point p 6 M, if the function /
satisfies

df \P= djdx» \p= 0, (91)

then the point p is a critical point of the function /. The Hessian at p, Hpf, is a quadratic
form on TPM, the tangent space to M at p. In local coordinates {xß} centered at p, the
matrix of Hpf relative to the base d)L at p is

{Hpf},w 6W, (92)

which is called the Hessian matrix. If, at p,

detHpf ± 0, (93)

then the point p is called a non-degenerate critical point of the function /. The index of p
is the number of negative eigenvalues of the Hessian matrix detHpf and it will be denoted

by \i(f).
Now let us suppose that a smooth vector field ai on M is the gradient field '28' of the

Morse function / on the manifold M, i.e.,

A» — „"-v-ea»d,J, (94)

where eaß are the vierbeins (gßv eaßeav). The relation (94) means that the critical points
of the Morse function / are just the zero points of the vector field f>.

Using (94) we get, by differentiation,

dß<pa |p= e""dßdvf |„ (95)

Making use of the formula

from (95) one obtains

eai ,lne"^...e°^ =e^~^-L, (96)

D(<p/x) \p= -^-detHJ \p (97)

Using (85) and (97), from the expression (83) we find that

ffdQ £ ßiS(x - pi) ; fi""1 ; Ip, dnx. (98)

Substituting (98) into the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern theorem (64), we get the formula

*{M, P-i^kj-y m
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where N is the number of critical points of the Morse function /. This means that the
Euler-Poincaré characteristic x(M) is related, not only to the Hessian matrix, but also to
the Hopf index.

In the Morse theory it is well-known that the Morse function / at the neighbourhood of

any critical point p{ can take the following form:

/ SiVi) - (x1)2 - - - (*A<)2 +... + (xn)\ (100)

where \i(f) 0, l...n. Since the vierbein e"'' is a single-vector function on the manifold M,
it is easy to show from (94) and (100) that </>" also is single-valued. This means that the
Hopf indices /3, 1 (i=l,2,...,N). Substituting (100) into (99), we obtain

X(M) E(-l)M/). (101)
i=l

This is a famous result in the Morse theory

We have thus seen that the topological structure of the Gauss-Bonnet-Chern density
induces namely the Euler-Poincaré characteristic x{M) in the Morse theory.

The conclusion of this paper is therefore that the general decomposition theory of
connections in a gauge field theory is an important and powerful tool for studying topological
problems, not only in theoretical physics, but also in differential geometry.

Appendix

Theorem'27': Let n and I be two unit vector fields in a n-dimensional vector space with
n-l ^ —1, and h be a unit vector field in the n — / plane which bisects the angle 0 between

n and /. Let n, / and h be three 1-vectors in the geometric, algebra. Then there exist two
elementary transformations which bring I into n via a similarity transformation, i.e.,

n Lf.Lf1, i 1,2,

where

Li h -Lj Li,
L2 hi nh L^1 Ih hn,

where h has been defined by
n + l

h
2(cos0/2)

and 6 is
COS0 nai° =£ -1.
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L, (i 1, 2) are regarded as the spinor matrix representation of the orthogonal transformations,

Li representing the axial involution with respect to h, and L2 representing the plane
rotation in the n — I plane.

Now, let us further consider the case where the unit vector field I is perpendicular to the
unit vector field n. Then

L2 —(1 + nO, L2* =-j=(l + In)
1

V2Vi
' "*" ~2 ~ V2y

Using L2 we can construct a simple spinor matrix representation of the orthogonal transformation

U as

U L2L2 nl, U-1 In.

Then
UllJ-1 -I, UnU-1 -n

This shows that U brings I into —I, n into —n, respectively.
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